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Hi Everybody
November 29th saw the Festive Season kick off with our Christmas Party Edition. Everyone
chipped in with food, though only a few dressed for the occasion (the rest will know
better for next year!). The music was a lively mix of festive and non-festive, with a few
surprise choices scattered throughout the evening.
Before proceeding, I wish to apologise for the re-cycled photos, but Rick, our resident
photographer, was off with the winter lurgi.
We blew the start-whistle for the evening with the usual communal sing-song. This month
it was Fred Wedlock’s “The Oldest Swinger In Town”; a rollicking little tune that many
people seem to have forgotten, but by the second verse it all came back, and we were all
having a good laugh by the end.
Tim Almond then began the solo sets with his usual thoughtful selections: His holiday
reflections in “Are We Nearly There Yet?” (a self-explanatory title to anyone with kids),
and as part of an announcement regarding his recently published novel of the same name,
he sang Brian Bedford’s “What’s the Use of Wings?”. In the second half he gave us his
own lovely take on the nativity story, a song from Joseph’s point of view called “Pretty
Mary”, and an instrumental setting of Gustav Holst’s “In The Bleak Midwinter”

Next up were “Ploughman’s Lunch”, the A Capella duo from Thameside Folk, Clive and
Linda Paich. I’m glad we have plenty of space at Downham, because this pair do like to
give us the actions as they sing. They also know the folkloric background to their songs,
which enhances the performance no end. The gave us a couple of songs looking forward to
better weather, “Hal An Tow” and “The Military Two-Step” – stand back everyone! They
later got into the Christmas mood with a variant version of “The Holly And The Ivy”, and
“The Pace-Egging Song aka Wassail Song”, and finished their contribution with “The
Pudding Hunt”.

Clive Hammond made a welcome first appearance here. The Downham Troubadours are
the latest incarnation of a club Clive started at The Rising Sun in Billericay – Sort of “Folk
Club – The Next-But-One Generation” without Patrick Stewart – and we will always be
pleased to see him. In his usual inimitable style he entertained us with “St Louis Blues”
and “I’m Walking Backwards For Christmas”, while in the second half he gave us the
Singing Postman’s “Moind Your Hid, Boy”, finishing with a nicely relaxed “Kew Gardens”
Keith Hannington & Jeremy Hoyland re-introduced the party mood with a number of
mostly French-Canadian dance tune duets on Tenor Guitar and Mandola respectively. As
the only thing worse than an American for spelling is a French-Canadian, I had to ask
Jeremy for help, so here goes: Firstly, “ Reel Eugene/Pays de Haut”, secondly “Fairy
Dance/Da Rodd Ta Houll”, and lastly “Reel Boule de Neige/Snowflake Hornpipe”
Stuart Grant apologised for not having anything Christmassy, then produced his trusty
Uke from his back pocket and gave us Rev. Gary Davis’s “Keep Your Lamps Trimmed And
Burning” and promptly followed with the Koehler/Arlen classic “The Devil And The Deep
Blue Sea”. Christmassy? - Maybe not, but old chestnuts? - Certainly. He later gave us a
horse chestnut with “A Horse With No Name” (sorry!) and ended by producing his
harmonica from the other back pocket for his beloved Lindisfarne’s “Together Forever”.

We next flew over to Sunny Spain as Brian Boggenpoel treated us to some of his Flamenco.
He began with an Alegrias, which accidentally morphed into a Solea, and followed with a
Bulerias. In the second half he began with a Bolero (nothing to do with Ravel, especially
as we don’t have an ice rink), followed with a Rhumba, and finished with the earlier

Alegrias, which behaved itself this time.
Chrissy King & Steve Hurrell plugged in and got going with a bit of surf music from The
Chantays, an instrumental called “Pipeline”, and Chrissy sang “Crystal Chandeliers”.
Later, Steve sang “Green Grow The Rushes-O”, after which Chrissy raised a few chuckles
with “Grandma Got Run Over By A Reindeer”.

My own contribution to the evening was a couple of classical guitar pieces with a
Christmas theme: From the jungles of Paraguay came “Villancico de Navidad” by Agustín
Barrios Mangoré, and the traditional Catalonian song “El Noi de La Mare” arranged by

Miguel Llobet.
Overall, an incredibly varied evening of serious and humerous music – a most lamentable
comedy, even. All accompanied by an abundance of food and good cheer.
Just a reminder that The Downham Troubadours will not meet in December, but I hope to
see you all at 8.00 on 31st January 2020, so have a wonderful Christmas, and I wish you
all the best for the New Year.
Further information from Carl Vaughan by e-mail: carlvaughan@btinternet.com

